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SW rupture ③ is not triggered by the splay ①, but by the NE rupture ②.
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Source inversion with a large set of near-source strong motion records + GNSS reveals the rupture process with high resolution.

The rupture speed was subshear on average, but locally supershear on three ~20 km-long portions of the East Anatolian Fault.

Supershear speeds do not correlate systematically with slip, fault geometry, aftershock density.
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Conclusions

The 2023 Turkey M7.8 earthquake: a uniquely dense dataset, provides new insights on rupture processes

1. Rupture branching despite acute angle
2. Intermittent supershear rupture

These surprising features might be more usual than we think (limited observations) and should be incorporated in hazard assessment
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SW rupture ③ is not triggered by the splay ①, but by the NE rupture ②.
Another scenario:
SW rupture ③ is triggered by the splay ①, and the NE rupture ② starts later

This scenario is unlikely:
it only happens for very high initial stress on the EAF